Sian Mein()}
50 Years

50 years ago to this very day
So much in this poem that I could say
But where to start? I just don't know where
I guess thank you for always being there
Through the good times and the bad
Especially the times we've driven you mad
And I know you're miffed I wrote this in my English book
But how else could I write it without you trying to look?
I know we joke that 50 is old
But it's what we've grown up with, what we've been told.

So here we are another year on
Yet again we sing the Birthday song
Thank you for being patient and sharing your time
Whilst I read out this stupid rhyme
But yeah.. Back to the point at hand
You're still looking so pretty and very grand
We all love you and want to show this to you
For all your help in past years with things you do
So now to show you how much we care,
With so many hugs and love to share.

I think I should go before we start to lose it
So here it comes the final bit
Please raise your glass to raise a toast.
To...... on your 50th- a day to remember the most.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
A Disney Tale

You say you're Cinderella
Or you would like to be
Does this mean that you've found
Your Prince Charming in me?

You also say you're Jasmine
So Princess, please be mine
A whole new world I'll show you
A world of love divine

Your favorite is Tinkerbell
So I'll be Peter Pan
Together we can fly away
Off to Neverland

And if you're Sleeping Beauty
Then I will be the one
To kiss your lips, open your eyes
And fill your life with sun

And if I was the Beast
And your name was Belle
I know that I could count on you
To free me from the spell

And if I was Prince Eric
Would you come with me?
As my Ariel I'd show you
A love deeper than the sea

Just like a Disney tale
Filled all with love and laughter
You and I will be together
Happily ever after

So tell me your desires
I'll make your dreams come true
A life of happiness
Princess, I will share with you.
By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
A Hero's Girlfriend

Last few days
Ignoring what’s to come
Wishing there were other ways
To shade the light of the sun

Listening to our songs
Soaking up his words
It seemed so long
Before he’d return

I made a pact
That I intend to keep
As he turned his back
Tears came upon me

Promising to be strong
My chin I held high
Pretending nothing’s wrong
Was what I tried

A year or more
Of being alone
It’s not real easy
To be without your heart’s home

When he comes back to me
I’ll never let him go
Oh, if only that could be
Impossible I know

I reminisce of the past days
Memories keep me warm
The skies grow gray
But my heart remains un-torn.

By Sian Mein
Sian Mein
A Little Rain

I felt a great pain
a torture of my heart,
emotionally exhausted
my soul torn apart.

I saw dreams vanish
and hopes disappear,
the thought of you leaving
became my greatest fear.

I caught you in the act
of being with another,
I was so furious
all I could do was stutter.

But as Jesus forgives
so do I,
because our love for each other
doesn't deserve to die.

I give you this chance
because your heart is true,
though while in pain
our love still grew.

The look in your eyes
tell me you want me still,
but there's a gap
that only you can fill.

I will trust you
because love conquers all,
but I need you baby
to break my fall.

Love sometimes hurts
and may bring alot of pain,
but always remember
there's no sunshine without rain.
Sian Mein
A Petal Falls

First petal falls, my smile is up.
   A petal falls, my eyes well up.
A petal falls, heart skips a beat.
   A petal falls, salt stains my cheek.
A petal falls, face feels flush.
   A petal falls, I feel the crush.
A petal falls, and Christmas starts.
   A petal falls, damn that smarts.
A petal falls, not to be caught.
   Last petal falls, she loves me not.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
A Simple Good Morning

A simple good morning,
is not hard to find.
Accept it and preach it,
from your heart and your mind.

It’s a positive message,
contagious and sweet.
Respectful and kind,
method to greet.

Positive energy,
each good morning will share.
Say it to strangers,
and they’ll know that you care.

A simple good morning,
has the power to shift,
great inner obstacles,
it’s just like a gift.

Your positive attitude,
it shall help you proclaim.
Don’t ever think,
it’s uncool or lame.

Simple good mornings,
I hope that you spread.
At the end of the day,
your soul shall be fed.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
A Soldier's Face

The soldier is a shell
A shell of metal medals
The soldier is the messenger
With a country's deadly message

The soldier is a trained killer
A soldier's eye is trained
On an enemy pre-defined
Our blackest fears framed

The soldier carries out
the orders of a few
A soldier's hands are tied
By a flag's blood white and blue

A soldier's flesh and blood
Is spent on the battlefield
War's currency
The years of our youth we steal

A soldier has a face
A soldier's heart is not unknown
It's their heart we all must face
Can we bear to face our own.

Sian Mein
Addiction Poem

In my mind I hold a picture
Of how we used to be
For everything you needed
You could turn to me.
I still see that sweet faced baby
And the toddler full of joy
The charming little person
And the athletic growing boy.
Every phase I relished
Treasuring every day
All the while knowing
Someday you’d grow away.

I guess I wasn’t watching
Not holding up my end
Because I swear I never saw
When evil stole in on the wind.
I sensed something was different
I knew something was wrong
But tried to justify my part
"The Single Mother’s Song."
When I finally woke up
Nowhere left to hide
I cried and swore, yelled and begged
But I was always on your side!

Through all the broken promises
The stealing and the lies,
Somehow I still could find my son
When I looked into your eyes.
The phone became my enemy
Each ring could bring my death
Because I feared the words I’d hear
I lived holding my breath.
The road has not been easy
But I’ve always lived in hope
Because I know you’re not the enemy
The monster’s name is DOPE.
This disease will never leave you
You’ll struggle One Day At A Time,  
You won’t always be a junkie  
But you WILL always be MINE.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
All My Heart

I remember your smile, so radiant and warm,
illuminating my day with loving affection.
I remember your kisses, so sweet and soft,
engulfing my being with blissful elation.
I remember your touch, so gentle and delicate,
setting my on fire with burning sensation.

I seek you out, trying to catch a glimpse
of your beautiful face in the lake of dreams.
I look for your glowing angelic presence,
your caring and loving traits, your essence.

I see you now, my heart flutters, again whole,
and I know how lucky I am to have met you.
I love you, my dear, with all my heart and soul.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Alone In My Head

Alone in my head,
I'm feeling so low,
You wont understand,
No one can know.

My eyes are so tired,
I can't sleep at night,
Your face haunts my dreams,
When I turn out the light.

It happened so suddenly,
It happened so fast,
I knew all at once,
That none of this would last.

Was I just a game?
Was this all just for fun?
Did my feelings matter,
To anyone?

'This didn't mean anything',
That's what you said,
As I was so shamefully,
Getting up from your bed.

I held my head high,
As I walked by your side,
Tears welling up,
I was dying inside.

Weeks have passed,
Keeping secrets, telling lies,
I don't have the strength,
To look either of them in the eyes.

My heart has been broken,
Not once, but twice,
Once by my best friend,
Once by the love of my life.
Deep down inside,
I know it's my fault,
So I'm just going to lock it,
Away in my vault.

Sometimes I still think of you,
When I'm lying in bed,
Still all alone,
Inside of my head.

Sian Mein
Always Remembered

The war was finally over
All the fighting now is done,
With help from our Allies
The war had been won.

Homeward bound we now go
Our fallen comrades we leave behind,
But we shall meet another day
In another place and time.

They are gone but not forgotten
They are in our hearts and mind,
They will always be a part of us
Until the end of time.

Never again do we wish to see
The horrors that we witnessed there,
Just thinking about those terrible things
Fills our eyes with tears.

Let every day be Remembrance Day
Show those brave soldiers that you care,
And thank them for their courage
And the hardships they had to bare.

So if you see a veteran
Please take the time to say,
'I would like to thank you, Sir,'
That would make his day.

Sian Mein
Always Will

I'm missing you like crazy
I think I'm going mad
I simply can't stop thinking
Of the special times we had.

Each moment lasts an hour
Each hour lasts a day
The clock is ticking slowly
Because you went away.

I need you here beside me
I just want to see your face
To feel your precious hear beat
And be lost in your embrace.

They say hope is always there
Well, I only hope it's true
For I can't bare the emptiness
That comes from missing you.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Amazing Man

Thank you for always being,  
right by my side.  
As the love of my life,  
I may easily confide.  

To each of my days,  
happiness you bring.  
Because of your love,  
my heart learned to sing.  

I’m lucky and blessed,  
you’re an amazing man.  
From a simple kiss,  
our journey began.  

We share more than love,  
as we naturally connect.  
I feel safe in your arms,  
you always protect.  

I love you so dearly,  
with my heart and my soul.  
If your soul is my food,  
then your heart is my bowl.  

Where our future may take us,  
I have no clue.  
But I simply can’t wait,  
to spend it with you.  

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Another

Another month
Another year
Another smile
Another tear
Another summer
And another winter too
But there can never ever be another you.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Another Poem

Another poem to express myself
To somehow let my thoughts run
Another rhyme to free my soul
Let's go back to when it begun

What did you see in me?
Why did you take the chance?
I mean I knew I liked you
From that first timid glance

But you had a different story
You aren't supposed to look at me
Your eyes aren't supposed to
Roam my body wantingly

What gave you the idea?
What made you think that far?
If you wouldn't had asked me
We wouldn't be where we are

I wouldn't love you like I do
I wouldn't want your kiss
I wouldn't even have the words
To write to you all of this

But now I find myself
Wondering about back then
When you meant nothing to me
When we didn't have to pretend

If we had never kissed
Would we still want each other?
If nothing was ever said
Would we still crave one another?

How did you know I would fall
For the way you laugh and smile?
What made you think that
I would approve of such a lifestyle?
What crossed your mind
Before our lips met?
Where you wondering about
How far you could get?

All these questions come to me
And I only see one answer
That somehow this is meant to be
Even though you belong to her

The way we want each other
Is so overwhelming
The way that I cant sleep
Without about you dreaming

The way that you can make me feel
Like no other man has before
The way you always leave me
Wanting you more and more

The way that I cry
If I don't hear your sweet voice
The way that none of this
Was ever my choice

For you mesmerized me
With your sweet lips of poison
Made me forget everything
And throw out any caution

Now I am your slave
My heart belongs to you
Because you somehow knew
That I wanted you too.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Anti Bullying

Can it be true that you exist
Like a superman, come to save the day
If it is so then what a fateful twist
You truly are the sun's one ray
That has shown upon me in this time of grey

Others have come and said they'd help
But it seems their steam has all but gone
So here you come to save this whelp
And now my day is filled with song
And never more will I be wronged

Thank you anti bully friend
For putting this pain unto an end
For bringing kindness that you will lend
For forcing hands to help to mend
The damage that was caused to me

Sian Mein
Are We Friends?

Are we friends?
or are we not?
you told me once but i forgot.
so tell me now
and tell me true,
so i can say i'm here for you
and if i die before you do
I'll go to heaven and wait for you.
I'll give the angels back their wings
and risk the loss of everything,
just to prove my friendship is true,
just to have a friend like you.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
As Long As

As long as you love me
I'll stay by your side
I'll be your companion
Your friend and your guide.

As long as you love me
As long as you care
I'll do anything for you
I'll go anywhere.

I'll bring the sunshine
I'll comfort your fears
I'll gather up rainbows
To chase all your tears.

As long as forever
My love will be true
For as long as you love me
I'll always love you.

Sian Mein
As Long As...

As long as you love me
I'll stay by your side
I'll be your companion
Your friend and your guide.

As long as you love me
As long as you care
I'll do anything for you
I'll go anywhere.

I'll bring you the sunshine
I'll comfort your fears
I'll gather up rainbows
To chase away your fears.

As long as forever
My love will be there
For as long as you love me
I will always be there.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
At First

At first i was your everything
It's funny how things change
Lately you've avoided me
You've been acting really strange
Have you found someone else
To take the place of me?
Or have you just grown tired
And want me to leave you be?
What-ever are your reason
I have the right to know
I'm a fool to my-self
Because i still love you so
Why do you leave me hanging on
To something that's not there
Realising you no longer want me
Is really hard to bear
Please leave me for the last time
To put my heart at rest
Someday I'll forget the pain
While you put another fool to test.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Baby Brave

A boy lines up plastic soldiers
In straight rows across his floor.
He knocks them down with callow ease
In a naive game of war.

Far across the deepest ocean,
In between rich, well-known places,
Little boys become those soldiers -
Grow hard lines upon their faces.

Guns weigh down their frail frames,
As they march in groups like drones;
Passing by jumbles of bodies -
Messy piles of flesh and bones.

One crys softly in the corner,
Another cannot bear the sound.
He takes the blunt side of his gun
And beats the other to the ground.

In the streets they pass right over
Mothers murdered, sisters raped,
Countless men whose limbs are broken,
But whose empty eyes still gape.

Narrow roads become red rivers,
Neighbourhoods go up in flames,
Backyards turn into cold graveyards -
Still they play this twisted game.

Far across the deepest ocean,
In the richest, well-known places,
Boys line up their plastic soldiers
With blind smiles upon their faces.

Sian Mein
Back In Your Arms

Back in your arms where I should be
It's never felt so right
To feel the warmth from you
As we hug, with our arms wrapped tight.

I nearly forgot what love was like
Until I saw your face once more
It swelled my broken heart until
It fixed that broken tore.

You made me feel like I was flying
I never realised what I had until you went
How you made me feel, how much I loved you
How much you really meant.

Please don't ever leave me again
I just won't be able to live without you
I hate saying those last goodbyes
But don't forget; that I'll always love you

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Because

Sometimes i just sit around
and think of you.
then i wonder,
do you think of me?

Then i remember
why you don't
i remember the
reasons why

because I'm not self confident,
I'm too self conscience
because I'm not loud,
I'm not the party animal.

because I'm not sporty,
I'm sorry i don't have the time.
because I'm not smart,
i have bigger things on my mind.

because I'm not pretty,
i know I'm not a model.
because I'm not skinny enough,
i wish i was everyday.

i think about you
all the time.
my biggest wish,
is that you do the same.

i know you
probably don't,
but a girl can dream
can't she?

you don't realize
you make me cry every night
because you make me smile
during the day
i just wish,
that one day,
i can say it to your face,
i love you&lt;3

Sian Mein
Behind

Behind my smile is a hurting heart
Behind my laugh I'm falling apart
Look closely and you will see
The girl inside - it isn't me.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Best Friends

Funny how friends say forever
But people never seem to stay together
You told me not to worry, told me not to cry
You said we were best friend, what a lie
I'm here still pretending not to care
Pretending I don't notice you're never there
You hurt me so bad you will never know
And the pain I keep inside, I will never show
You'd probably see it if you tried
And know how many nights I've cried
But don't worry I'll be fine
I'm not the ones who left my friends behind.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Breaking Hearts

Breaking someone's heart
Doesn't make you strong
Now that you're apart
Shows you faked it all along.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Breathe Better

A cheerfully sweet lady,
happy and young.
Needed a transplant,
both right and left lung.

From the very beginning,
she defeated her gloom,
Her bubbly personality,
on Youtube would bloom.

She made all of us realize,
and opened our eyes.
That thinking of strangers,
shall avoid many cries.

With her positive attitude,
and cute passion for Reese,
Millions waited anxiously,
for her hospital release.

She believes in keeping,
things in life simple.
Smiling a tonne,
and sporting a dimple.

When we think of her,
we think of brave.
A voice to the donor movement,
she graciously gave.

Her time and her love,
with so many she shares.
Through her joyful heart,
that genuinely cares.

Expect the unexpected,
wise beyond her years.
Being happy is her catalyst,
as she conquers her fears.
She spreads special moments,
and makes many laugh.
Even if her oxygen levels,
are only at half.

She’s family oriented,
they are quite close.
Loves them all dearly,
it clearly shows.

No matter the pain,
her spirits are high.
Her mission of giving,
learned how to fly.

Through her actions and words,
she encourages us all.
With a positive attitude,
no obstacle is too tall.

In two hundred short years,
they’ll find a simple letter,
that Hélène Campbell,
helped many breathe better.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Champion Story

She was a little girl with a dream Watching champions on the TV screen...
The race of their lives, they’d run
The gold medal desired to be won
You Olympians with your glory and might Did you know you inspired a girl tonight?
She was then a teenager with a dream Aspiring to be a champion on that TV screen...
Ambition engraved in her heart
From the running tracks she’d never depart
Growing in speed, strength, determination
Until the day she’d represent her nation
You judges who chose her, this day you'll never rue Did you know you've just made her dreams come true?
She is now a woman who's living her dream She's the champion on the TV screen...
Head high, face glowing in pride
This moment will never leave her side The honour, respect, and glory
Never thought she'd tell such a story You in the crowd, amazed at her win Today is the day your story begins.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Cheer Up- It's True

Sometimes we’re lonely,
sometimes we’re down,
Our feelings are obvious,
they’re right in our frown.

We don’t want to talk,
or sit and explain,
Nobody would like it,
if they felt the same pain.

But just remember that you’re
intelligent and kind,
A person like you,
is so hard to find.

Your beautiful smile,
is often the cure,
You can get through anything,
of that I am sure.

Please remember,
I’m right here for you,
I care for you dearly,
forever it’s true.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Danced In The Rain

I always dreamt
of holding your hand.
A simple act,
for my heart it was grand.

The way those raindrops,
settled on your hair,
I could not help,
but dream and just stare.

A beautiful love song,
arrived by mere chance.
With humble manners,
I asked you to dance.

I’ll forever cherish,
that moment so dear,
Loved holding you,
tightly and near.

As we danced in the rain,
it was truly sublime,
From that beautiful moment,
I knew you’d be mine.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Day Dream

From a short distance,
I look upon your beautiful face.
You notice and smile,
with the most humblest grace.

Your unique walk,
seduces me and openly invites.
As my heart pounds faster,
it opens the door to much greater heights.

I fall into an immediate day dream,
you take my hand, into the land of bliss.
The emotions I feel,
like an eternal soft kiss.

Our bodies and minds,
embrace into one.
Sublime moments of pure love,
have only begun.

With every touch,
and whisper so sweet.
We no longer require,
the sun for our heat.

As I open my eyes,
you’re now next to me.
You know what I’m thinking,
we both smile and agree.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Daydreams

From a short distance,
I look upon your beautiful face.
You notice and smile
With the most humbling grace.

Your unique walk,
seduces me and openly invites,
As my heart pounds faster,
It opens the door to much greater heights.

I fall into an immediate daydream,
You take my hand, into the land of bliss.
The emotions I feel,
Like an soft eternal kiss.

With every touch
And whisper so sweet
And you've always been the same
Since the moment we met in the street.

As I open my eyes,
You're now next to me
You know what I'm thinking
We both smile and agree.

Your brown hair
Your crystal blue eyes
Your smile warms my heart
And I'm some how I'm hypnotised.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Dear School Bully

On a skeleton's throne
you rest your head
Cruel world tyrant
you wish me dead

But to you have I done
such a terrible deed
That you silence my voice
til I give in and plead

Get over yourself
so that I may be free
No one really likes you
but this you don't see

Although not quite yet
the time will come through
When you're no-one like me
and know not what to do

Then and there I will know
that you're afraid more than I
You just hide it better
yet still we both cry

Inside or out
it's all just the same
The only thing different
is you're filled with shame

So step down from your throne
relinquish your crown
be friends with your foe
and turn up a frown

the day will be brighter
for this you will see
we can all get along
he, she, you, and me.
Sian Mein
Deforestation

The rainforest is slowing disintegrating,
Getting chopped down for our needs,
And whilst we are all debating,
We need to plant more seeds.

So when we cut down the trees,
We should help the animals around,
What you need to plant is an extra three,
For when that tree hits the ground.

They help us with medicines, when we are ill,
However we still chop them to the ground,
Think about all those poor creatures we kill,
Petrifying them with the sound.

Provide homes for people that live there,
Or make things around the house,
From tables to even the kitchen chair,
But this can kill cats to even a mouse.

And there are many things that we can do,
Not just sit there and let it materialize,
We CAN save those animals to,
And to the World we have to open our eyes.

The rainforest is slowing disintegrating,
Getting chopped down for ALL our needs,
And whilst we are all debating,
We Have To Stop These Bad Deeds!

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Do You See Me?

I always see you from the back,
And already know that its you,
You turn around and see me..
The girl that you see,
Do you know who is she..?

You're always cracking up jokes,
You like to make us laugh,
But in your eyes what do i do..
Other than laughing at all you do..?

I try and try to make you see me,
But is all you see just a girl,
You're always with your group of friends,
You're always in your different world..

I dress up every weekend..
Even when I'm not the type..
I think of what to wear,
I think of what you'd like..

No matter how crowded the room is..
I can always see you..
But have you ever seen me..
Even with all that i do..?

Sian Mein
Don't Be Afraid

They tell me don't be afraid to show sadness
But I get caught up in all this madness
One is fighting with their dad
And their texting me about being sad
Another calls about her boyfriend
Those calls never end

I put on a smile and listen to their tales
I hear a lot of weeping and whails
I put up that smile to be brave for you
It doesn't even matter if the smile isn't true
I just want you to cheer up a little
No matter if I feel terrible and brittle

Not once have either of you seen me cry
I just past my feelings off in a sigh
I read a book to get my mind off of everything
Little do I know what the next phone call will bring
A crying girl depressed that feels alone
Oh how it chills me down to the bone

The sound of my crying friends
Its one that shall never end
For one problem follows another
Now this one isn't getting along with their mother
So I sit and say what I must
While they are making such a big fuss

I don't shed a tear with them around
I wait till I'm home bound
I go to my room and let out my tears
Loosing my friends is one of my fears
For they are what keep me going
They talk much like crows crowing

Crows just talk away
Spitting out their problems of the day
'I couldn't get any seed' said one to another
One laughed and cawed 'oh brother'
Yes my friends have problems like these
These are one of my pet peeves

So i listen to them all
LOet them be big or small
Each one takes a piece of my heart
My friends don't know they are tearing me apart
They tell me don't be afraid to show sadness
But I get caught up in all this madness.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Don'T Drink And Drive

I went to a birthday party
but I remembered what you said.
You told me not to drink at all,
so I had a Sprite instead.
I felt proud of myself,
the way you said I would,
that I didn't choose to drink and drive,
though some friends said I should.
I knew I made a healthy choice and
your advice to me was right
as the party finally ended
and as the kids drove out of sight.
I got into my own car,
sure to get home in one piece,
ever knowing what was coming,
something I expected least.
Now I'm lying on the pavement.
I can hear the policeman say,
'The kid that caused this wreck was drunk.'
His voice seems far away.
I try hard not to cry.
I can hear the paramedic say,
'This girl is going to die.'
I'm sure the guy had no idea,
while he was flying high,
because he chose to drink and drive
that I would have to die.
So why do people do it,
knowing that it ruins lives?
Tell my sister not to be afraid,
tell daddy to be brave,
and when I go to heaven to
put 'Daddy's Girl' on my grave.
Someone should have taught him
that it's wrong to drink and drive.
Maybe if his mom and dad had,
I'd still be alive.
My breath is getting shorter,
I'm getting really scared.
These are my final moments,
and I'm so unprepared.
I wish that you could hold me, Mom,
as I lie here and die.
I wish that I could say
I love you and say my final good-bye.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Duke Of Edinbrugh Bronze Award

At the start waiting to go
The weight of our bags was beginning to show
Carrying tent, food and clothes was great at first
But the heat and sunshine was definitely the worst
We were nervous about the weather to come maybe rain or frost
We were also worried about the food, arguments and getting ridiculously lost!
We were dropped off by the forest in the shrub
And already our heavy bags were beginning to rub
Butterflies flew and trees surrounding everywhere
By this point everyone had stopped worrying about their hair!
We lenshed by the river and our sandwiches we ate,
By the end of our lunch we had to cross the kissing gate
The sun beating down on the hot summers day
With lots of water to drink on the way
I tripped over a root and down I fell
We soon got used to the sweaty smell!
The trees made it hard to navigate,
And by the time we made it to camp we weren't that late,
Putting up the tents was easy for us,
But then again we are very adventurous,
We had arguments over cooking and washing up,
But the main tragedy was I had misplaced my cup!
We feasted on sweets and haribos galore
And see how many haribos my mouth I could store!
I soon felt so ill from trying not to chew,
But where I was laughing I didn't know what to do.
We abandoned the stoves which gave off too much heat
We talked about our experiences and our aching feet!
So rolled up vests for us girls and shorts all round
Shouting from boys playing football and birds the only sound
Running and chasing each other late at night,
But dripping in sweat most probably wasn't a good sight
The toilet block seemed millions of miles away,
But peeing for boys behind a bush suited them ok!
We snuggled in our sleeping bags in our boiling tent,
And we hoped all the pegs would hold and weren't that bent!
At half four in the morning we heard the dawn chorus
Which reminded us of the hike before us
But half six came and we needed to put everything away
We really wish we could of been allowed to stay,
Our legs were aching so tough and sore
From the hiking we did the day before
Waking up in the morning was a struggle for some,
But most were interested in the hills to come!
Repacking our bags was a real bore,
And we really didn't want to walk that much more
But even so Off we went with a song in our heart,
Although our bodies were aching and falling apart
What kept us going was thoughts of a long cold shower
And every step we took would get us home sooner by the hour
Arriving at the bike hire we all shouted with glee
We passed the bronze award, as you can see.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Earth Day 2013

I am the Earth
And the Earth is me.
Each blade of grass,
Each sycamore tree,
Each bit of mud,
And stick and stone
Is blood and muscle,
The Skin and bone.

But it won't always be this way
If we don't change how we act
But we can help prevent it
To try and reduce the impact
By cutting CO2 emissions
By not cutting down trees
For I am the Earth
And the the Earth is me.

Of course there are other ways
But these are only some
But by reducing the impacts
Then life won't be so glum
For there will be less gases
Less rubbish heaps and debris
For I am the Earth
And the the Earth is me.

That’s why we
Celebrate this day.
That’s why across
The world we say:
As long as life,
As dear, as free,
I am the Earth
And the Earth is me.

By Sian Mein
Even Though It's Over

I thought I loved you
I thought i needed you
But now its over
and i dont know what to do

I miss your laugh
please come back
i miss your smile
Dont hold back

Every time i look at you
I get butterflies
Even if we're over
I still think of you

All the good times we had
i never saw a bad
but nothing was missing
except your love

i know we werent suppose to love each other
but i couldnt resist
Your blonde hair and blue eyes
Were so caring and kind

Every time my phone rang
i hoped it was you
Your on my mind all the time
I cant stop dreaming about you

Every night i think of you
Wondering if you think of me too
I cant control dreams
but 99% are of you........

By Sian Mein
Every Minute

Every minute from you
Feels like eternity
So forever like this
Just stay with me.
Stay by my side
And together we can be
Happy forever
In our new eternity.
I love you so much
Don't let anyone say otherwise
Just us two together- forever
Because true love never dies.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Every Night

Every night I wonder
Just as I go up to bed
Do you actually think of me
Or other girls instead?

Together for at least a year
It’s hard to comprehend
But how long will it last?
I hope it will never end.

By Sian Mein
Exam Stress

There's a pen in my hand, its shaking
I'm wishing i'm not there

My stomach is churning...rumbling
struggling to fight the mighty stress

As the examiner asks us to begin the exam
I realized....my memory's wiped! !

A flashback starts...the image of books on my desk
A pile so big it would reach the top of Everest
There are so many books filled with information..
How could I fail?

All that work...all that support
I giggled

I looked at the time...
...I'm five minutes into my exam

My ears are blocked
Is the pressure really that bad?

Can stress change the future?
Will it predict my grade?
No, I can't let this happen

I'm so stressed
My brain; it's like living in a freezer...
It's frozen

I'm tearing my hair..pulling it out of my head
I can't bare the stress

But its a situation everyone has been in...
And the only way to overcome this paralyzing stress...
.....Is to face it
Exams, Exams

Exams, exams, pain in the neck
I’ve bitten all my nails, I’m a nervous wreck!
My books all piled up, towering on my desk
I smell so bad and look grotesque
Stress building up, will I fail?
It’s tangible now it’s like I’m in jail
Trapped inside my own head
With the stress of it all: I’m over fed!
I step in the classroom; I can feel fear in the air
I just hope my parents, my life they will spare
Peeling is my skin and falling out is my hair
Life without exams? That life is so rare!

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Fair Trade Worker

I am a fair-trade worker
But this wasn't always true.
I used to be bossed around
And had to be told what to do.

I used to work hard all day,
With little or no reward.
I am in the production of beans,
So good, they deserved an award.

But one day when I was working,
A van drove up and a man got out.
He started to walk over to me,
And my employer began to shout.
So that's how I got my new chance
My hope of a good life is real.
Now I get paid fairly
And I can afford full meals.

So if you enjoy your food,
Do one good thing to help others,
Tell everyone to buy fair-trade
To help our sisters and brothers.

Bananas, tea and chocolate,
Choose the 'Fair-Trade' logo,
And pass the message of this good deed
Tell everyone around, that you know.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Fighting

Fighting is what I was taught to do
Shooting them is my career
Every few months, more people that are new
Knowing that death is near.

We fight to save others
But it's not always good news
Enemy's killing our brothers
We don't know who we'll lose.

The shots ring out
The screams and drumming feet
Orders we start to shout
Women and children all get beat.

Bodies led on the ground
From both sides of the field
Blood spreading out all around
From cuts that can't be healed.

To continue this fight
To carry my country's flag on
Through day and night
Until this battle's finally won...

By Sian Mein
Finish By Saying...

Here I am in my room staying up late
Just thinking about you
Thinking about all the wonderful times
We had together that I will never forget

These pass few months and years
you help me get through day by day,
But now your gone and out of my life
I don't know how to get through one day
Without you here beside me
Its going to be hard for me to say goodbye
to you, I never imagine us saying goodbye
I'm going to miss your hugs and kisses and
The way you always try to flirt with me
all the time, I'm going to try to be happy just
for you and just end this paper by just saying
never forgetting you.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Forever Incomplete

When we swore to never be apart
I never knew that it was just me
You are still in my heart and soul
You have my whole heart
I'll forever be just a half waiting to be whole
My love in vain
You don't even understand this pain
Without you it's like
The day without sun
Rain without clouds
A kid without parents
A pool without water
A rainbow without color
Thunder without lightning
A laugh without a smile
Family with no love
Night without the moon or stars
You are still whole and happy
I'm forced to still love and miss you
There is still no words to describe it
Without you I'll always be incomple...

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Forget

Forget the times he walked on by,
Forget the times he made you cry
Forget the times he spoke your name
Remember now you're not the same.
Forget the times he held your hand,
Forget the sweet things if you can
Forget the times and don't pretend
Remember now that he's not your friend.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Forget The Pain

You were there to wipe my tears
you were there telling me to overcome my fears
but now your gone
and all i have left to look back on
is memories...

Some of the memories bring back love and joy
others bring back tears and pain,
My tears fall down like rain
on a dark and stormy night...

I try to forget all the hurt and pain

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Forgotten Me

I try my best not to cry as I think of things as they used to be
Through the good times and the hard one
No matter what you were always there for me.
I remember all the great times that we shared
But things are different now
For those memories are of when you still cared.
Lately without you I've felt so alone
All these feelings are beginning to come through and finally be shown
Will all these thoughts haunting me day after day
I only have one last thing to say
Am I nothing to you anymore besides a distant memory?
After everything we've been through have you actually forgotten me?
Well, I guess I never really meant anything to you
If I actually had you wouldn't have abandoned everything we've been through
And sometimes when I talk to you it's getting hard to speak.
I swear I'll never forget the friendship we had
The great things we shared, the good and the bad
So even if you have completely forgotten me
I promise you this; I'll always have you in my memory.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Friendship Memories

Friends are always there
No matter what you do
They always seem to care
And always stick up for you.

They always make you smile
Especially when you're sad
Even if it takes a while
They make you feel not as bad.

The inside jokes too many to name
The jokes so vivid and so clear
When they aren't there it's not the same
Everybody just seems to think you're queer.

The memories last forever
The thoughts that make you grin
From the times you've had together
From the memories kept within.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Good Bye Year 11

We've walked together down this winding road,
Together we have grown in search of something true.
But now our journey has come to an end,
And it's on to something new for both me and you.

So many memories we have got to make,
The challenges we met. I'll never forget.
Because those lessons made us who we are today,
And now we're taking the next step, without a regret.

So it has finally come with a relieved sigh
On this fateful day to say goodbye.
Maybe someday we'll meet again
But for now lets smile and fight the pain.

The memories here will remain with me
As we try to be the woman we know we can be.
Four years are long but its gone in a wink
May us friends be forever closely linked.

This school had witnessed hours of laughter
Of lessons and tests that have drawn us closer.
Who knows what the future might bring
This last day, lets just laugh and sing.
The doors of tomorrow lie in front of us
So lets move on and not dwell in the past.

Different teachers had graced our lessons
And our respect for them will never lessen.
For each is special and helped us in their own way
Though we are leaving, our memories will remain to stay.

Open your mind and search for happiness
Lets hope we'll meet again when we become successes.
Even if in the future we will all separate,
Do not forget the times here with all your best mates.

Goodbye to this school, which has taught a lot
And may we meet again in this very spot.
A new beginning is starting but the end is not ending
For the memories will remain no matter how heart rending.

Sian Mein
Guardian Angel

I've cried enough
I've learned life is rough
And I must stay strong;
Through the ups and downs
There'll be times when I'm wrong
There'll be times when I frown.

When you were here
It was you I looked upon
There was no such thing as fear
But now you're gone
Death cannot rewind itself.

Me and you had a special bond
You are were so special
I will miss the walks by the pond
But now you're my Guardian Angel.

I wish you could return
Because without you my heart burns
I am done crying for the day
But my love for you will never go away
It hurts when something doesn't last
But eventually we all get put in the past.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
He Gave His All

Amidst the Raging Guns of War,
But for Him the Fight Was Over.
He'd Gave His All...And More.

Oh, He Was Not Alone.
Others Have Fallen Too.
And Time Will Not Erase the Fact...
They Fell for Me and You.

We Owe These Men and Women,
For They Never Got Any Older.
We Didn't Even Know Them.
To Most of Us They Were...Unknown Soldiers.
He Lay Where He Had Fallen.
Enemy Fire Had Brought Him Down.
He Knew His Life Was Over,
As He Lost All Sight and Sound.

He Knew a Peaceful Sleep,

So Rest in Honored Glory,
Each and Every One of You.
You Gave All You Had to Give...
For Freedom of the Red, White and Blue.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Heaven

I wish Heaven had your phone for once
So I could hear your voice again.
I thought about you today but that's nothing new,
I thought about you yesterdays
And the days before that too.
I think of you in silence, I often speak your name
But all I have are memories and a picture in a frame.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
How Grateful I'd Be

If I could have just one more day and wishes did come true,
I'd spend every glorious moment side by side with you.
Recalling all the years we shared and memories we made,
how grateful I would be to have just one more day.
Where the tears I've shed are not in vain and only fall in bliss,
so many things I'd let you know about the days you've missed.
I wouldn't have to make pretend you never went away,
how grateful I would be to have just one more day.
When that day came to a close and the sun began to set,
a million times I'd let you know I never will forget.
The heart of gold you left behind when you entered Heaven's gate,
how grateful I would be to have just one more day.

Sian Mein
I Can Remember

I can remember how you told me you love me,
How you told me I was your everything,
Where are those days?
Where are they?
I thought they would last forever.

Yeah I'm smiling, pretending that nothing happened,
All of my friends thinking that I'm moving on,
They're thinking that I'm laughing because I'm happy,
They can't feel what I'm feelin',
You don't know what I'm feeling.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
I Hate It

I hate not seeing you
I hate seeing you so sad
It makes me feel so lonely
I makes me guilty and quite sad.

I hate seeing you in that pain
I hate not being there
You're the reason I stay saini
But seeing you like that, I really can't bare.

I hate it when I miss you
I hate when we're apart
The way you copy me when I say shoe
Because you are the one I need to fix my broken heart.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
I Love You

The first time I saw you,
I remember the day,
Seem like just yesterday.
a bounce in your step,
A smile on your face,
a twinkle in your eyes.
Without a word,
You said I love you.

The first time I met you,
I remember the day,
Seem like just yesterday.
Introduced by a friend,
a warm embrace,
a gentle squeeze.
I was way too nervous
To say then I love you.

The first time we kissed,
I remember the day,
Seem like just yesterday.
You held my hand,
I looked into your eyes,
Without a cue I stole a kiss.
Right then and there I knew,
I had to say baby I love you.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
I Love You So Much

I love you so much but why can't you see?
When you act like that, something inside hurts me.
I love you so much why oh why can't you see?
When you act like that something inside kills me.

You make my life worth living for
You make my heart skip a beat
I only wish I could see you more
That would make my life complete.

Oh how you just appear and give me a kiss,
But when I don't see you, hug you, that's what I really miss,
I love you so much but why can't you see?
When you aren't here my heart just kills me.

You make my life worth living for
You make my heart skip a beat
I only wish I could see you more
That would definitely make my life complete.

I love you so much and I know you can't see
How much you being around has changed me
So please don't leave and please don't go
Because I love you more than you'll ever know.

I can't even say how much you mean
You've made me the happiest I've ever been.&lt;3

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
I Messed Up

Losing you broke my heart,
knowing it was my fault tore me apart.
I think about you every minute of the day.
And All the things we used to say
I miss the times we spent together
And I really wished it would last forever.

But then I went and ruined it all
As our relationship began to fall
I want to change, I miss you so dearly
But now you don't love me- quite clearly.
I'm here when you want me again
I just wish we could forget this pain.

I messed up so badly, I really regret it
I miss your smile, jokes and your wit,
I miss everything about you and it's been less than a day
I'm always told 'given time it'll be ok'
But We both know that isn't true
You'll never know how much I really miss you.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
I Miss

From the moment i looked into your eyes
it all turned blue skys
And now months have past, we haven't spoke.
Every time i close my eyes i see your face,
There are many thing i miss so much so i write them here...
I miss the way you held me tight
I miss the way your lips touched mine
I miss the way you kissed me goodnight
I miss the way you looked into my eyes
I miss how i could trust you.
Now I've lost all trust you were the only one i loved
I've tried so hard just to move on but simply i cannot
I know I'm only young but i cannot love again!
My heart is broken and cannot be fixed
All my feelings are mixed!
I love you and forever you stay in what is left of my broken heart.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
I Remember

I remember when we met
I knew we'd be together
those nights you would sneak over
even in the snowy weather.

That look you gave me
when you thought something was wrong
those times you used to kiss me
would last so long

you said it was your heart
telling mine you loved me
but i guess all that has changed
now that we cant ever be

I know it wasn't true love
but my feelings where true
please dont doubt me
i really did love you.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
I Still Love You

Another day I walk into our school...
As I enter my classroom, I think of you...
I sat silently into my chair with noticeable gloom...
I try to smile, laugh like before,
But it's not the same when I'm not with you...

I remember the days, the happy memories
Days without sadness, disorder nor worries!
Because on those days, your beside me, and Darkness flees!
The moment your shoulder touches against mine, time will freeze.

I remember how you used to care so much for me...
whenever I feel down, you always sit beside me.
Hold my wrists and say 'Its Gonna be alright, you'll see! '
Oh..those days..I miss so much...the good ones at least..

Then, we stumbled into a conflict we never wanted...
It destroyed our friendship, the bond we created
We both ended very much likely frustrated
Your smile, your laugh, your love for me....Faded

I need help, I apologized  You ripped it apart
I became a woman with a broken heart
I don't know where to start
My Focus, my goals, my Mind started to depart

I pretended to be happy..Pretending like nothing happened
My anguish, hatred, discordance, Toughened
My life went terribly wrong, My sights Darkened..
I took a new turn, my condition worsened...

But though I'm masked by this Goo
Deep inside my heart still calls for you
I pretend to hate you, that is true.
But I've always wanted to tell you that
'I still Love you! ! ! '

By Sian Mein
Sian Mein
I Thought

I thought you loved me
I thought you cared
I thought there was a love
We both shared
I still really love you
From me to you
But apparently I don't matter
Atleast not to you

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
If You Look

If you look close enough
To the world around you
You might find someone like you
Someone thing to find their way
Someone it seems like you are the only one in the world
Who's struggling, who's frustrated, unsatisfied, barely getting by.
But that feelings a lie.
And if you just hold on just find the courage to face it all for another day
Someone or something will find you and make it all okay.
Because we all need a little help sometimes
We need someone to remind us that it won't always be this way
That someone is out there
And that someone will find you.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
I'M Sorry

It started out small,
I didn't want it to escalate,
Sadly it did,
One small thing hurt,
But people just pushed me farther,
More and more things piled on top of the small pain,
But I suppose, every thing needs a beginning
And now I'm here again, where I tried to escape.
Again I'm in pain...I've failed myself.
it hurts, I'm sorry...
I lied, i am crying, and I told you I wouldn't...
I hurt you, I deserve this.
I haven't just failed myself, I've failed you
I shouldn't have done what I did,
Now I regret every step I made after that stumble,
I wish I could rewind time,
Now I don't care about my pain...
I hurt you, and 'I'm sorry' isn't strong enough to describe how much I mean it.
Because I caused it, I'm to blame,
I lied, I never meant to...i promise you,
I promise you that I never wanted to hurt you,
I promise you that I regret hurting you,
I promise you that I want to make it better,
I just don't know how...
....I'm sorry

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
I'M Tired

I'm tired of crying
So sick from trying
Yeah I smiling
But inside I'm dying.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
In My Mind I Hold A Picture

In my mind I hold a picture
Of how we used to be
For everything you needed
You could turn to me.
I still see that sweet faced baby
And the toddler full of joy
The charming little person
And the athletic growing boy.
Every phase I relished
Treasuring every day
All the while knowing
Someday you’d grow away.

I guess I wasn’t watching
Not holding up my end
Because I swear I never saw
When evil stole in on the wind.
I sensed something was different
I knew something was wrong
But tried to justify my part
"The Single Mother’s Song."
When I finally woke up
Nowhere left to hide
I cried and swore, yelled and begged
But I was always on your side!

Through all the broken promises
The stealing and the lies,
Somehow I still could find my son
When I looked into your eyes.
The phone became my enemy
Each ring could bring my death
Because I feared the words I’d hear
I lived holding my breath.
The road has not been easy
But I’ve always lived in hope
Because I know you’re not the enemy
The monster’s name is Dope.
This disease will never leave you
You’ll struggle One Day At A Time,
You won’t always be a junkie
But you will always be mine.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Just Us Two

I prefer the days when it's just us two
No one is there to split us apart and moan
Just sitting peacefully,
Just you being you and me being me,
Going on about the most random things,
It's best when the others don't see.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Leave My Window

I'll leave my window open
Because I'm too tired to call your name
Just know I'm lead here hoping
That You'll come in with the rain.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Let Me Fix It

Please forgive me, my love, for what I have done wrong
It just proved to me I loved you all along.
Your smile, laugh and just you, is what I miss,
Especially when you stood by me, by all of this
I can't believe I left you standing so blatantly aware
And you just acted as if you really didn't care.

Please take me back baby so we can be once again
The happy couple like we were way back then
I miss you do badly I just want to hug you once more,
I can't believe you'd let me fix your heart that I once tore.
I can change back to how I was and I mean it to
Because from my escalade I realised that I'm so in love with you.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
You’re someone special,
thoughtful and kind.
The very center,
of my heart and my mind.

The fact that we’re often,
so far away.
Brings me sadness,
to my night and my day.

But whenever I hear,
your beautiful voice.
My smile appears,
 as I instantly rejoice.

Those nights I’m feeling lonely,
when you just seem so far.
I look up to the sky,
and make a wish to your star.

I hope and wish,
with my most honest tears.
That we will conquer distance,
right now and not years.

I promise to be patient,
and I passionately believe.
There’s nothing in this world,
together we cannot achieve.

For our love is truly magical,
and our bond is stronger than steel.
The dreams that we share,
shall soon be beautifully real.

By Sian Mein
Lord Of The Flies

The boys are in pain,
On an island with no where to hide
A gaping hole in society
One is killed with a powerful blow
The thoughtful one is stabbed
And the first child is forever lost.

Ralph the leader gets poked and jabbed
It all starts out happy
The group working all together
But Jack is a hunter
So we all know it won't last forever.

The beast will get you some day
For it's hidden in us all
When little kids no longer play
That is when civilisation will finally fall...

Sian Mein
Losing You Broke My Heart

Knowing it was my fault tore me apart.
I think about you every minute of the day
And all the things that we used to say.
I miss the times we spent together
And I really wished that it would last forever.

But then I went and ruined it all
As our relationship began to fall
I want to change, I miss you so dearly
But you don’t miss me quite clearly
I’m here when you want me again
I just wish we could forget this pain.

I messed up so badly, I really regret it
I miss your smile, jokes and your wit
I miss everything about you and it’s been less than a day
I’m always told ‘given time it’ll be ok’
But we both know that isn’t true
You’ll never know how much I really miss you

Sian Mein
Love & Trust

Love is something,
we all cherish dearly.
When we lose it,
our hearts ache severely.

Trust is something,
we share with a few.
It requires honesty,
and a heart that is true.

Love without trust,
is foolishly blind.
It’s easy to lose,
and easy to find.

Trust without love,
is often quite fake.
It won’t give much,
but will happily take.

Love and trust,
go hand in hand.
When together,
this dance is quite grand.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Love Hurts

Love hurts
Boys lie
Friends cry
People die
Parents yell
You always try
You're never good enough
And you don't know why.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Love Is Blind

I feel so untrustworthy
But I'm scared to let you go
I feel like you could do better
I hope it doesn't show
I want you for myself
I need you here with me.

You're smart, funny and kind
Beautiful that's all I see
But I hope you can be blind
To the flaws I know I possess
Because I love you so much
More than words can express.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Love Is Like A Stream

Love is like a stream
If only just a dream
It has it's ups and downs
The smiles and the frowns
There may be twists and it may drop
But someone's there to make it stop,
Love is like a babbling brooke
If only we'd stop to take a look.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
I made a choice
To finally let go
Because I couldn't stand the pain
It's time to let my last tear fall
And for me to finally smile again

By Sian Mein
Marching

Through hours of marching
And trenches of rain
Ignoring the cuts
Ignoring the pain.

With heads held up high
They march on into the night
With their guns at the ready
They prepare to fight.

Down on the battle field
AK47’s start to shoot
Just missing an armoured head
But for some it's too late
They're already dead.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Mean Everything

You mean everything to me
From your laughter to your feet
If only you could see
How fast you make my heart beat.

It beats so fast just for you
When I see your face
If only you saw what I do,
And felt the warmth from your embrace.

Nothing else matters, except for one thing
And you know what that is
Because as you know
It's the happiness you bring.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Memories

The day that you left, my heart felt a pain,
Sorrow and sadness I could barely contain.
My inner clock vanished, time simply froze,
I was experiencing my ultimate lows.

I knew you had to go for awhile,
Visions of you, and that beautiful smile.
Memories together, I held them so dear,
Your safety and health, I truly did fear.

I dream of the day, I'll jump in your arms,
The door will fly open, with all of your charms.
But as I wait for that day, let me remind,
My love for you, is easy to find.

Sian Mein
More Than A Year Ago

The very first day
More than a year ago
When our eyes first met
I'll never let go.

Since you left
You are my missing part
I will never lose hope
Because you have the key to my heart.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
My Ballad

I met a knight in the hills,
Riding on his grey noble steed,
With amour loudly clinking,
A fine sight indeed.

Up the meadow with head up high
Hungry and tired was this man,
I offered him rest in my grotto,
For some food I ran.

When I came back I burst out crying,
Because I knew what I needed to do,
It was just the wrong thing I know,
Got to get rid of him to.

Through the fog and dark I took him,
Singing to keep him deep asleep,
Laid him at the edge of the woods,
Where the rest are found.

Ghostly victims came up to him,
All of which I vaguely remember,
Warning him of what I was doing,
Oh sick September.

Another victim come and gone,
Where they capture soles for good
Taken to the place of no return,
No one at all could.

I met a knight in the hills,
Riding on his grey noble stead,
With amour loudly clinking,
It was a sight indeed.

Sian Mein
My Friend

My Friend when I think of you.
I think of all that we've been through.
All the times we argue and fight,
I know deep inside that it isn't right.
I, then feel bad and a lot of pain.
It feels like I've fallen from the sky like the rain.
I love you dear friend with all of my heart.
But now that you're gone I've fallen apart.
I'm getting better as the days go by.
I wish sometimes this was all a big lie.
I pray to you every night.
It's like you're my fire, a burning light.
My dear friend, I miss you a lot.
I still wonder why you were put in that spot.
I know you're in a place much better than here.
Watching and helping me with all of my fear.
Our friendship my dear friend,
we will have to the end.
Friends til the end is what we will be.
Someday we'll be together,
together you and me.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
My Heart Feels Like Lead

All my emotions are dead
As I leave you standing there...

How to say what I feel?
It’s enough to make me keel,
The thing is you don’t even care...

But if I told you what would you do?
Or if you found out that I love you?
Are you the type that would just stand and stare?

If you were a true friend to me,
Maybe then you would see
I hate leaving you just sitting there...

If I came back, just one more time,
Would you finally realise that you’re mine?
Or would your thoughts be elsewhere?

I really want you to return,
So you can soothe my heart burn,
And fix the torn, broken tear...

The agonising wait for you to visit just once more,
You said you would, you did, you swore.
Deep down you know leaving me really isn’t fair....

My heart feels like lead
All my emotions are dead
I really hate leaving you just standing there.

Sian Mein
My Love

My love is like an ocean
It goes down so deep
My love is like a rose
Whose beauty you want to keep.

My love is like a river
That will never end
My love is like a dove
With a beautiful message to send.

My love is like a song
That goes on and on forever
My love is like a prisoner
It’s to you that I surrender.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
My Love For You

My love for you,
is like the trees.
It’s nature’s beauty,
which grows with ease.

My love for you,
I shall always display.
Every night,
and every day.

My love for you,
is honest and true.
When we’re holding hands,
it’s a beautiful view.

My love for you,
is infinitely deep.
Brings me peace,
and lets me sleep.

My love for you,
feeds me joy.
Precious and real,
it’s not a toy.

My love for you,
with you I share.
Because I love you,
and deeply care.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
My Words

As i sit here writing these words
I am consumed with thoughts of you
I tell you 'i love you', have you hear?
Words are my power, but always make me blue

Time after time I have written love poems
And maybe an angry word too
But always the love comes from within
I'm sorry for the angry words, my love is true
So I will put down this pen
And write these words no more
Our love was kind, sweet, remember when?
Plans are just dreams, our walk at the shore.

Someday you will remember us
And all the dreams we had
Someday you'll understand we didn't have to rush
And remember all the good, and brush away the bad

So I throw away this tablet
And put my pen away
I will put my words in my heart
And forever they will stay...

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Not Being True

Roses are red
Violets are blue
I gave all my trust i had to you.
We were so happy together
But obviously it didn't last forever
So you decided we had to part
And decided to break my heart
There's a place in my heart that belongs to you
What hurts the most is that I ruined it by not being true.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Not Supposed

I'm not supposed to love you
I'm not supposed to care
I'm not supposed to live my life
Wishing you were there.

Although you may not love me
Although you may not care
If you shall ever need me
You know I'm always there.

Your love may be taken
Your heart may not be free
But when your heart is broken
You can always lean on me.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
One Wish

If I had one wish
I would give it to you
because I know
I'd be the one you'd give it to.

So, My wish for you
Is to keep the wish I give
because I know
without each other; we can't live.

If you had one wish
what would it be?
because I know mine is you and me,
forever,
for all eternity.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Our Brothers That Stayed

Whatever the conflict
Whatever the pain
Through hours of marching
And trenches of rain.

The colours won't run
The memories won't fade
Our flag stands for freedom
To our brothers who stayed.

Sian Mein
Our Love

I’m truly grateful,
I can’t complain.
The love that we share,
has infected my brain.

Precious sweet love,
others can’t find.
But we managed to find it,
it’s crazy and blind.

I’m not saying at all,
that our love is weird.
But if it was alive,
it’d have horns and a beard.

The bottom line is
I love you and care.
We certainly make,
a wacky old pair.

You kiss like a monkey,
allow me to share.
When you get upset,
you scream like a bear.

All jokes aside,
I love you my dear.
I know you shall serve me,
for the rest of the year.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Power Of Love

Love can change everything you have known
Everything you believe with this feeling shown
A heart beating faster can make two people fly
Make you walk on water and is the twinkle in your eye.

It takes control of the heart, mind, body and soul
They fit that place deep inside to make you whole
The elements together fire, earth, water and air
Are nothing without love, in it they all share.

Without the one you love there is nothing it seems
Together the strength can make hopes and dreams
A feeling so breathtakingly gentle lifts you up above
This natural passion comes with the power of love.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Red, White And Blue

He Lay Where He Had Fallen.  
Enemy Fire Had Brought Him Down.  
He Knew His Life Was Over, 
As He Lost All Sight and Sound.

He Knew a Peaceful Sleep,  
Amidst the Raging Guns of War,  
But for Him the Fight Was Over.  
He'd Gave His All..And More.

Oh, He Was Not Alone.  
Others Have Fallen Too.  
And Time Will Not Erase the Fact...  
They Fell for Me and You.

We Owe These Men and Women,  
For They Never Got Any Older.  
We Didn't Even Know Them.  
To Most of Us They Were..Unknown Soldiers.

So Rest in Honored Glory,  
Each and Every One of You.  
You Gave All You Had to Give...  
For Freedom and the Red, White and Blue.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Relationships

Every relationship has high and lows
Keep being brave and bold
Just like a river flows
Through hot and cold
It may be tough
And get a little rough
But you can sort it out
Almost every single time
However if you have any doubt
Then don't risk the climb.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Remember When

A computer was something on TV
From a science fiction show of note.
A window was something you hated to clean,
And ram was the cousin of a goat

Meg was the name of my girlfriend.
A gig was a job for the night.
Now they all mean different things,
And that really mega bytes.

An application was for employment.
A program was a TV show.
A cursor used profanity.
A keyboard was a piano.

Log on was adding wood to the fire.
Hard drive was a long trip on the road.
A mouse pad was where a mouse lived.
And a backup happened to your commode.

Cut, you did with a pocket knife.
Paste, you did with glue.
A web was a spider's home.
And a virus was the flu.

I guess I'll stick to my pad and paper
And the memory in my head.
Because of all the things that have changed
Maybe we should not be humans, but robots instead.

Sian Mein
Rock-A-Bye Baby

Rock a bye baby
Broken and scarred
You didn't know
Life would be this hard
Time to hide the pain
You hid so well
Then down you'll go baby
Straight back to hell.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Roses Are Red

Roses are red
Violets are blue
Nothing seems right
When I'm not with you.

Roses are red
Violets are blue
If we never met
I'd don't know what I'd do.

Roses are red
Violets are blue
I'll always be close to you
And if by chance we split apart
I know i'll die of a broken heart.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Say The Same

We've walked together down this winding road,
For five or so years now
In search of something true.
And all together we grew.

But for now our journey has come to an end,
The days have finally ended
And it's on to something new.
For me and you and you.

So goodbye, my friend.
Goodbye for now
And good luck in your life,
Hopefully it will be full of luck and free from strife.

I know so much will change.
New friendships will be made
But looking back I can say,
I wouldn't change a single day.

So many memories,
We have all got to make,
The challenges we have met.
Are memories I will never forget.

Because those lessons made us who we are today,
Now we are taking the next step on.
Without a regret or any pain,
From all of the troubles will can try to refrain.

But looking back I can honestly say,
I wouldn't change a single thing.
I hope you can say the same
Because life can not be reset like a game.

That we have all got to understand,
This is the only life we have,
So seriously make the most of it,
Right down to the very last bit.
By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Second By Second

Second by second I miss you
Minute by minute it's worse
Hour by hour I think of you
But I'm sad 'cuz it's a curse
'cuz everyone gets to see you
And all the wonderful things you do
And everyone gets to wonder
How one can be perfect as you
But when I try and go be with you
Something's wrong or they don't let me show
I wanted to make sure you know
I love you. I miss you
You're so sweet and kind
Second by second you're on my mind.

By Sian Mein
Shot An Arrow

I shot an arrow into the air,
It fell to earth, I knew not where,
For, so swiftly it flew, the sight
Could not follow it in its flight.

I breathed a song into the air,
It fell to earth, I knew not where;
For who has sight so keen and strong,
That it can follow the flight of song?

Long, long afterward, in an oak,
I found the arrow, still unbroke;
And the song, from beginning to end,
I found again in the heart of a friend.

Sian Mein
Show They're Not Forgot

For both the injured and the lost
I ask you to keep count with me
Of all the wars and what they cost
I ask you to be silent with me
Quietly grateful for our lot
As I expect you're as thankful as me
For the health and life we've got
I ask that you wish them well with me
All those still risking their all
And I ask that you remember with me
The names of those that fall
I expect that you are proud like me
Of this great nation of ours too
So enjoying all its freedoms like me
Support those upholding them for you
I hope that you are hopeful like me
That we'll soon bring an end to wars
So you'll have to stand no more with me
And mourning families no different from yours
'Til then be thankful you can stand with me
Thinking of those who now cannot
For standing here today with me
At least we show they're not forgot

Sian Mein
There's something in a simple hug
That always warms the heart;
It welcomes us back home
And makes it easier to part

A hug's a way to share the joy
And sad times we go through,
Or just a way for friends to say
They like you because you're you

Hugs are meant for anyone
For whom we really care,
From your grandma to your neighbour,
Or a cuddly teddy bear

A hug is an amazing thing -
It's just the perfect way
To show the love we're feeling
But can't find the words to say

It's funny how a little hug
Makes everyone feel good;
In every place and type,
It's always understood

And hugs don't need new equipment,
Special batteries or parts
Just open up your arms
And open up your hearts

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Simply Put It's You

What is love you ask?
Glad to explain, I'll accept this task
When the world walks out and I walk in
When friendship starts then love can begin.

It's the compliment you didn't expect
The kiss you wanted and didn't reject
The tender hug that you always feel
That smile in your eyes that you know is real.

It's the truth that's felt, instead of heard
When the words 'I love you' doesn't sound absurd
The hearing of words yet to be said
When you feel desired outside of the bed.

It's when you float instead of walk
When just to you I can't wait to talk
When you're my world. My everything
Praises to you I will gladly sing.

It's when in my life you always come first
When for my passion you will never thirst
When you shudder, not at your biggest fear
Because you know that I am always near.

Being content just to watch you sleep
Now that has to be a love running deep
At the door is where we often meet
Because it's only you I can't wait to greet.

Simply put
It's you

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Soldier Died Alone

Amidst the desert sands dawnings just begun,
battle rages on, bombing veils the rising sun.
A boy not yet a man holds a picture to his heart,
of loved ones not forgotten though oceans keep them apart.
Called to serve his country, land of freedom home of brave,
risking his existence for the lives that he may save.
Concealing his dismay he holds his head up high,
his arms embrace a trusted friend watching him slowly die.
A boy he is no more, on that day there stood a man,
his heart filled with rage, his mind fights to understand.
Raised to be a man of God, taught thou shalt not kill,
now placed upon the battlefield where there tis his only will.
Resting beneath the sunset, wounded he dreams of home,
lying on the desert's floor a soldier died alone.

Sian Mein
Soldier's Lullaby

She once walked with him and stopped with him when they heard that familiar refrain. She'd stand beside him while he'd salute her pride for her Soldier was plain,

and every night, while he'd hold her tight contented and happy, she'd sigh. They would drift off to sleep listening to the beat of the Soldiers Lullaby.

They play the National Anthem to fill us with fire and pride and the last one they play every evening is the Soldiers Lullaby.

Twice a day at nine eleven when her Soldier was in Iraq she'd bow her head in silence to remember that September attack,

and when she'd get home in the evening tired and lonely, she'd cry. She'd pray that somewhere he was listening to the Soldiers Lullaby.

Now she stands at the gate in the airport heart pounding as Soldiers stream by, so excited she can barely contain it overwhelmed she's starting to cry,

and the crowd is beginning to thin now the tears and the laughter all die, heart broken and lonely, she stands there when she hears his voice simply say 'hi'...

It's been years since she's thought of that moment, they've been busy with life passing by.
Two girls and two boys
now fill their lives with joy
and time really does seem to fly,

but at night when she's tucked in her family
she still bows her head with a sigh
and she never forgets to remember
The Soldiers Lullaby.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Someone

If you look close enough
To the world around you
You might find someone like you
Someone trying to find their way
Someone trying to find their self.
Sometimes it seems like you are the only one in the world
Who's struggling, who's frustrated, unsatisfied barely getting by.
But that feeling's a lie
And if you just hold on, just find the courage to force it all for another day
Someone or something will find you and make it okay
Because we all need a little help sometimes
We need someone to remind us that it won't always be this way
That someone is out there
And that someone will find you.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
There's a special place that's in my heart
That I can always feel you near
No matter how far my darling
in my thoughts you always appear
The way we love each other
Makes it hard to be apart
So when I can't hold you in my arms
I hold you in my heart.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Standing There

You left me standing there
Standing all alone
With a lonely stare
Just stood all on my own.

You ripped and tore me apart
Tore me with what you said
Twisted by your sour heart
Words repeating in my head.

I thought I could trust you
Trust what you told me
Thinking it was all true
Especially what we’d be.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Staring Into Space

I lie on the ground and stare into space
The stars start to move into the shape of your face
I see you there now looking down on me
With that cute little smile I like to see
You say 'Close your eyes tell me what you see'
'I see only two people. Only you and me.'

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Stranger

The tears roll down my face,
It seems like you're a stranger,
But even if that's the case,
I struggle to control this anger.

I told you what you meant to me,
If only I'd known the price I'd have to pay,
If only I'd made you understand, if only I'd made you see,
Then maybe you wouldn't have turned and walked away.

Now nothing will ever be the same,
It's all so bitter now,
I wish I'd forget your name,
But I can't help wondering...how?

How long has it been since I last smiled,
When's the last time I've had fun,
Those feelings i had were not mild,
I feel as if I am...done.

Sian Mein
The Crosses

I stood there before the crosses
glowing white in row on row
Everyone a young life cut short
as the names upon them show.

The dates they died below the names
tell of wars now past and gone
Passchendaele, the Somme, and Mons
of battles fought, and lost or won.

History remembers, as it should
these men who fought and died
Whilst for their families left behind
a dull sorrow tinged with pride.

The faces of boys held now in Sepia
who died in days long gone
yet living on in memories
and hearts, still holding on.

Yet despite the hurt and grief here
what with horror makes me fill
Is that when I look behind me
there are more new crosses growing still.

Sian Mein
The Diamond Jubilee

The Diamond Jubilee
Everyone sat at the village hall
What a sight to see
All sat with picnics
Sitting out in the cold
Snuggled up in blankets
Yet the atmosphere never dulled.
Kids on the bouncy castle
As the artists began to play
Buckingham Palace on the big screen
As it had been all of the day
But the music kept on playing
Robbie Williams, Cheryl Cole and many more
All planned by Gary Barlow
When Madness started playing everyone got to the floor
Dancing for hours on end
With big smiles across their face
Later the Queen came on stage
With loud cheers we celebrated Her Grace
60 years since she came to the throne
60 years since she became Queen
Especially after all these years
How tough it must have been
With Prince Phillip in hospital
So on stage they cheered for him too
Her Majesty stood and read a message out
After she had listened to Prince Charles of what they’d been through.
Then out came the diamond to finish off the beacons
After it was placed we all stood proud
And sung the National Anthem
As fireworks exploded all over Stroud.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
The Gcse Feeling

Crisp, new sheets rustle as they're turned,
Anxiously remembering all you've learned,
Nervous coughs and pen tops clicking,
Constant, the clocks rhythmic ticking,

Everyone else seems to know what to write,
And you have no idea what is right,
You watch the girl sitting to your left,
Wondering if you've got the same test,

She seems to be writing pages and pages,
Just reading the question has taken you ages,
Now 10 minutes have already passed,
And you haven't even done the first task,

You take a deep breath and start scribbling away,
But now you've run out of things to say,
The girl on your left is still writing, and it's neat!
Now she's asking to have an extra sheet,

You look at the clock, only half hour to go,
you just start writing all that you know,
Just make sure that your grammar's correct,
Oh my god you forgot to spell check!

The invigilator says '5 minutes everyone',
But you know that you're not even done,
You finish your sentence and suppose it'll do,
Checking for errors as you read it through,

Now it's finally over, you can breathe easy again,
That is until you see one of your friends,
and they insist on asking how did it go?
You simply say 'How am I supposed to know?'

Why when you've been through that ordeal,
Do people ask about how you feel,
It's simple it's over, I've done my best,
Now what's on tomorrows test?
By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
The Mirror

I look in the mirror and don't know who I see
I look in the mirror and no longer is it me
I look in the mirror but never for too long
These eyes so hopeless so lifeless; where did I go wrong?
I look in the mirror and tears begin to flow
I look in the mirror and my hope began to go
I look in the mirror knowing things will never change
I look in the mirror and tell myself these or just simple life pain.
I look in the mirror and all I see, is a scared little girl in the reflection of me.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
The Soldier

He marches along the dirt gravel road
His gun in his hands, his pack on his back
His countries weight on his shoulders
Wanting to go back

To his wife and his children
And a warm cozy bed
But all of that goes
When he hears gun fire overhead

He is suddenly aware
Of his buddies and surroundings
He looks around
And the enemy comes bounding

He ducks for cover
On the dirty, dusty ground
And along with his buddies
He fires a round

Him and his fellow soldiers
Fight long and hard that day
Protecting their country
It isn't too hard for us to pray

That he may journey home
Safely to his family
He puts it all on the line
So we can live freely.

Sian Mein
The Thorns Of Despair

 Falling through the clouds
 Falling head over heels
 The sound from screaming aloud
 There's no way to describe how it feels.

 Ripping me apart
 Through the thorns of despair
 Shattering my glass heart
 Now knowing you don't care.

 My head is spinning
 My cuts bleeding fresh, new blood
 Memories of you stood grinning
 As my eyes began to flood.

 You hit me and you beat me
 And made me do things I didn't want to
 I guess I didn't see
 That this was the real you.

 My lips are swollen, that's my prize
 So swollen it's hard to call
 It's no way near a surprise
 As you pummel me against the wall.

 Blood trickling down my chest
 My black eyes closing slowly for the last time
 No one would of guessed
 You would end my life in its prime.

 By Sian Mein

 Sian Mein
The Underwater World

The only noise I hear is the
steady sucking of my breath,
so loud it smothers sound.
The lifeline for my lungs
sends rafts of bubbles to the surface
into gleaming shafts of sun
like scatterings of spun glass.

My ears relieve by cracking
when I descend,
weightless
as a piece of drifting thistledown.
Beneath the turquoise surface is a gloaming.
With a springy bounce I land on sand
in a brightly colored other world of
shapes, waving softly without hands.

Caves of white lace filaments,
black, purple, chartreuse fans,
complex coral plates,
beckon me. A Moray eel,
green as a gherkin, exposes
needle teeth from his protective lair;
“touch me not”, his fierce mouth shouts,
while an octopus, his neighbor,
mottles red as if allergic to my stare.

Spiral cones called Christmas Trees
decorate a stately coral,
swiftly suck in if I poke them,
timidly peek out again
after I drop deep down a wall,
encountering a broad Elephant Ear,
a clinging colossal mushroom.
Eyes wide, fins gently moving,
I want to stay suspended
in my underwater home.
The sea brings out the fish in me,
or surely,
the anenome.

Sian Mein
Time Could Heal

If only you could see
How I feel
Who is really me
If only time could heal
How I used to be.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
True Best Friend

They say true friendship is so rare
An adage that I believe to be true
Genuine friendship is something that I cherish
I am so lucky to have met you.
Our bond is extremely special
It is unique in it's own little way
We have something irreplaceable
And it grows more and more each day.
We've been through so much together
I will never forget all the moments
That you've shown how much you cared.
Friends are forever
Especially the bond that you and I possess
I love your fun filled personality
Some how you never fail to impress.
The world could use more people like you
It would certainly be a better place
I love everything about you
You are someone I could never replace.
Our story will continue to grow
With each passing day
Because I trust that with you by my side
Everything will always be okay.
You are so dear to me
You know I will be there until the very end
I will always be there for you, and
You will always and forever be my true best friend.

By Sian Mein
True Love Never Dies

The very first day
More than a year ago
When our eyes first met
I never let go
Since you left
You are my lost part
I will never lose hope
You’re the key to my heart.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
I reach out for your trusting embrace,
Smooth as silk soft as lace,
Yes it seems the harder that I try,
You back away and I start to cry,
The warmth I crave is replaced with a bitter cold,
But I can't complain I won't get bold...
At least give me a trusting embrace I'll never forget,
A final one so calm me down so I won't be so upset,
I try to find comfort here
some where close and some where near,
But when your the only one I want,
Every one else is here, and it taunts.
I just want to see you before you let me go,
And feel it on last time, your warm hold.

Sian Mein
Violets Are Dying

Roses are red
violets are blue
I love him
But he doesn't love me too

Roses are brown
Violets are dying
My visions blurred
Because I am crying.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Walt Disney

Here I lie, good old Walt
No, I am not frozen in a vault.
The dreams of my life have all been fulfilled
Seeing the look on a child’s face, when they’re completely thrilled.

Marceline, Missouri was my hometown
Sixty-five years was how long I was around.
I knew I had talent when I was quite small
Who knew what I would accomplish, when I became tall?

Imagination is something I have always possessed.
Using yours is certainly something that I would suggest.
I created two worlds, in which adults became kids
Acting too mature is something I forbid

Fantasy and magic is what I’m all about
With a hint of the future, which I couldn’t do without
I am glad I have been welcomed into every American’s house
But we all must remember…it all started with a mouse.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Our nations soldiers are dying
The families can't stop crying
There is only one small comfort left,
Its the British flag still boldly flying

I'm tired of this war
It causes so much pain
I support our soldiers
but this is driving me insane

Have I lost sight of the goal
Or am I just confused
I'm tired of politicians fighting
Leaving war supporters hurt and abused.

Why can't we all get along?
We're trying to do what is right
We are supposed to be united
So why must our leaders fight?

Our nations soldiers are dying
The families can't stop crying
There is only one small comfort left,
Its the British flag still boldly flying

When can our heroes come home
Although they will stay if they must
But they are ready to see their families
Holding back their tears. It is so unjust.

Fittin in at home will be hard
That they understand
But the Middle East grows old quickly
Anything's better then this wretched land

There in the sand is a stain of blood
He was soon to be an 'old man'
His wife will find out any day
His baby boy will never understand
By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Warm My Heart

Brown hair
Crystal blue eyes
I'm somehow hypnotised
Funny, charming and smart
You smile warms my heart.

If only you could see
How I feel
Who is really me
If only time could heal
How I used to be.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
We Should Be Together

i think about you all day,
then dream about you at night.
i don't really know what to say
to make things right!

right now we are apart,
and its killing me.
i don't know where to start.
but this isn't how its supposed to be.

we should be together
with you fingers laced through mine.
yeah, that sounds so much better
and the thought warms me like the sunshine.

without you by my side
there is nothing but pain.
these tears i can not hide,
because they fall like the rain.

our love is strong
so this feels like it isn't true.
this is all wrong
because I lost you

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
We Will Remember Them

On a cold November Sunday morn, an old man sits a while
Looking though old photographs, he can't help but smile
They're all there, all the boys, with hair cut short and neat
Uniforms of khaki, strong black boots upon their feet.
They met as strangers but soon became like brothers to the end
Smiling at the camera, there could be no truer friends.
So many never made it home, lost on foreign shores
Many more were injured and would be the same no more.
The old man's eyes mist with tears as he remembers every face
Each of his fallen brothers and the killing which took place
He proudly dons his beret, his blazer and his tie
For today he will remember the ones who fell and died.
On his chest there is a poppy, a blaze of scarlet on the blue
He steps out into the cold, he has a duty he must do
Once at the cenotaph he stands amongst the ranks
Of those who marched to war and those who manned the tanks,
He bows his head in reverence, as the last post begins to play
And he wonders what will happen at the ending of his days
Will anyone remember? Will anybody care?
About the lads so far from home whose life was ended there?
I wish that I could tell him, that he should fear not
For this soldier and his brothers will NEVER be forgot
We owe a debt of gratitude that we can never pay
And this country WILL remember them, on each Remembrance day.

Sian Mein
We'Re So Proud Of You

From birth to age five
His life’s just begun
The world is his oyster
Full of laughter and fun
He’s playing at soldiers
Hiding behind trees
Ducking and diving
Scuffing his knees

From six to age twelve
He’s off with his mates
Playing out of sight now
From the garden gates
He’s up to all sorts
But nothing too bad
Just being mischievous
A typical lad

A teenager now
The arguments begin
He’s pushing the limits
He thinks he can win
Parents know nothing
They’ve never lived
His words can be hurtful
But we always forgive

Then the day comes
For choices to take
Of his chosen career
What a decision to make
“What shall I do? ”
“What can I be? ”
“I want to choose something
To make you proud of me”

He thinks and he thinks
Till his mind is sore
Then suddenly one day
Opportunity knocks on the door
A television advert
Come take our test
To see if you are ready
To be one of THE BEST

“That’s it I’ve got it,
That’s what I’ll be! ”
“I’ll be a soldier,
I’ll serve my country”
So it’s off to Scotland
He tries his best
To make the selection

Then the day comes
When the letter arrives
He opens it carefully
There’s hope in his eyes
“It’s yes, YES I’ve made it
They want me in”
“And they’ve given me a date
When I can begin”

A whole new world now
Has opened for you
Just keep on trying
You’ll make it through
It will not be easy
The training you’ll do
But it’s the only way
To make a Man out of you

Pass out day comes
He’s standing there proud
And looking for his family
Amongst the crowd
The ceremony begins
You can’t help but cry
So proud of your soldier
As he passes by

Then he’s off to Battalion
To his chosen career
He receives word of his posting
This you don’t want to hear
You knew it would happen
But you didn’t want to face
That he’s to be posted
To a sandy place

The day then comes
To say your goodbyes
You’re trying to hide
The tears in your eyes
And so it begins
Months full of worry
You hope and you pray
They pass by in a hurry

A few weeks pass by
You’ve not even heard
A single phone call
Not a single word
You can’t help but worry
You don’t sleep at night
And there on the news
What a terrible sight

The base has been hit
It’s been ‘raining’ all night
Your worries and fears
Turn to panic and fright
You close your eyes
And hold back the tears
As you reminisce
On his childhood years

You think of those soldiers
Who’ve been wounded or fallen
And you pray for peace now
For those poor lives that are stolen
You think of the families
Of the heartache they bear
And you cannot help it
Their sorrow you share
You pray for his safety
For his mates as well
They shouldn't be there
In that place of hell
Then at last he's calling
From out of the blue
You thank God they're ok
Your prayers they've come true

He'll be home soon now
From that sandy place
And you cannot wait
To see his smiling face
When the day comes
He seems much older
But you hug and you kiss him
Your brave little soldier

So to all of our soldiers
Wherever you are
We stand and salute you
Our shining stars
You fight for our freedom
Being honest and true
And we just want to say that
WE'RE SO PROUD OF YOU! ! !

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
What Is A Best Friend?

What's a best friend,
But the smell before rain?
The hand that we give,
When a friend is in pain

It's the things that we do,
The words that we say
That pulls a friend through,
When their heart's torn away

It's the steps that we take,
The songs that we sing
It's the choices we make,
And the hope that we bring

I'm here through the tears,
I'm here through the laughter,
I'll always be here
Until death, and after

It's the things we give up;
The things we give in
When our heart's full of love,
And selfless begins

It's the hearts that we touch,
The things that we won't
We never give up,
We could, but we don't

It's the people we save,
With the hands that we give
When we're lost, we still say,
You're my reason to live

I'm here through the tears,
I'm here through the laughter
I'll always be here,
Until death, and after.
By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Whatever The Conflict

Whatever the conflict
Whatever the pain
Through hours of marching
And trenches of rain.

The colours won't run
The memories won't fade
Our flag stands for freedom
To our brothers that stayed.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
When I Was In Tears

You have been my friend for a very long time,
I asked you to bend and you made a rhyme,
When I needed you, you were always there
When I was in tears, you would say its not fair,
But somehow, in someway,
You made me feel better
And I had to thank you one day
So here it goes
It cant be that hard,
I'm saying thank you for writing me cards,
For my broken hearts you have helped mend,
And for being someone on who I can depend,
I wanted to say thank you for being my friend.

Sian Mein
When Nights Are Long

When nights are long and friends are few,
I sit by my window and thinks of you,
A silent whisper, a silent tear,
With all my heart I wish you were here.

Sian Mein
Why Should You Care?

Leave me alone
And ignore my pain
My life carved in stone
Whilst the moon does wane.

Why should you care?
Seeing me cry
But as you stare
I say my last goodbye

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
I never thought how much you meant,
Until the day it finally stopped,
Without even looking back you went,
You had her now and I had him,
So surely we could stay friends,
But that's when our friendship began to dim.

You didn't approve, you never said why,
We had a strong past and everyone knew
But it started to dwindle due to this guy,
And I wouldn't give up without a fight,
I was determined not to give in to you,
So I wrote you a letter late that night.

And made a plan to get it to you,
Because I didn't see you much anymore,
I was worried of your reaction and what you'd do,
Later that day I got the text reply,
Saying we'd moved on and were not as close,
That's when I told my friends I loved this guy.

Without realising I finally saw what you meant,
What a true friend you really were to me,
But it's too late once I got that text you sent,
So here I am writing and thinking why did I let him go?
I can only try to get you back a friend again,
But until I do... you will never know...

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Wind In Your Hair

If beauty had a song,
it would begin with your name.
I sing about loving you,
with joy I proclaim.

My heart rate increases,
as you fuel each beat.
Your beautiful body,
is so tender and sweet.

For all of eternity,
at you I could stare.
It’s a beautiful thing,
the love that we share.

Your luscious lips,
consume my whole mind.
When I’m thinking of you,
I see nothing else – I am blind.

All the beauty on earth,
shall never compare.
To that look in your eyes,
with wind in your hair.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
With Mum On Your Side

It used to be I'd hop out of bed,
So eager to start my day.
But times have changed. I ask my mum,
"Can I stay home from school today?"

I find a lot of grounds,
To justify my stance.
I plead, I beg, I frown,
I do a little dance.

"My ears, they ache. My tummy's sore."
"I blow my nose and cough some more."
"What are these spots upon my chest?"
I wheeze. I sneeze. I do my best.

My Mum sits down beside my bed.
"You are not sick." I turn bright red.
I know she hates it when I lie.
She'd understand if she knew why.

So should I tell her of my woes?
And will it change things if she knows?
I fear she'll only make things worse.
If I don't tell her, I think I'll burst.

And so I tell her of the clique.
The girls who say that I'm a "geek".
I tell of giggles,
The whispers,
The rumors.
I talk of their spite,
They cruel sense of humor.

And ...

It feels so good to vent.
Although it's so private.
I talk and talk.
My Mum's very quiet.
She says to me gently, "I'm terribly sorry."
We hug and we cry.
We go over my story.

Together we look at the things we can do.
I'm no longer alone; we have a plan too.
I think I can face being teased and harassed.
With Mum on my side, my power is vast.

Sian Mein
Words Left Unsaid

Did I ever tell you?
How much you meant to me?
You are still alive in my scent
And in every breath of me.

When you used to walk beside me
I felt I was intact and completed
But now when you are not with me
I am squandered and depleted.

Dissipated in your memories
Deprived of your love
Consumed by moments
You have always been above

Undermined, crippled and wrecked
But I still remember your face.
Those gloomy eyes when you said good-bye
And I foolishly challenged time to race.

Now I miss you, and everything about you
I regret those words which were left unsaid
I should have told you, when you were here

Though I am announcing it and sure I am late
Proclaiming it now won’t change my fate

And you are very far and distant
Up in the clouds, dwelling in heaven
But can you still hear the words which I left unsaid
That I never ever did confess?

That how much you mean to me
And you are still alive in my scent,
And in every breath of me.

By Sian Mein
Sian Mein
You

You make me smile
When I'm having a bad day
You make me laugh
At everything you say.

You're always there
No matter where you are
You come rushing towards me
No matter how far.

You enjoy my company
You smile when you see me
You're interested in what I have to say
You like me for more than what you see.

When I'm afraid
You're there to hold me tight
You tell me you love me
and it's going to be alright.

You give me so much
More than I could ever give
I want you in my life forever
For as long as I do live.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
You (Friendship Poem)

You make me smile
When I'm having a bad day
You make me laugh
At everything you say.

You're always there
No matter where you are
You come rushing towards me
No matter how far.

You enjoy my company
You smile when you see me
You're interested in what I have to say
You like me for more than what you see.

When I'm afraid
You're there to hold me tight
You tell me not to worry
and it's going to be alright.

You give me so much
More than I could ever give
I want you as my friend forever
For as long as I do live.

Sian Mein
You Asked Me Why

You asked me why I love you
You said you didn't see why I do
So'll I'll tell you why
And this is why I do...

I see something in you
That no one else can see
And I love just the little things you do
They mean so much to me...

You are the most caring person
I've ever known
You always put others first
Make them feel that they're not alone.

And every time you hold me in your arms
I feel safe
You don't have to say anything
Just hold me in your warm embrace.

Every time I close my eyes
I always dream of you
The way you always smile and laugh
Those are only some reasons about why I love you like I do.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
You Said

You said you loved me
You told me not to cry
You said without me
You would want to die
But you're a boy
You don't play fair
I should of known that you don't care.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein
Young Love

As the sun shines
On your beautiful face
I never want
To leave this place
Young and in love
We feel complete
Fearing the future
And fearing defeat
We can't help but wonder
How long will it last?
And how on earth
Does time move so fast?
But we don't worry
All that much
So long as I can
Still feel your touch
Some things happen
And we're not sure how
But I'm sure I love you
Even if its just for now.

Sian Mein
You'Re There

You're there for me
When the world went black
You gave me light to see
And brought me back.

You held me tight
When the tears began to fall
You made me feel right
When I felt so small.

By Sian Mein

Sian Mein